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Manners First: The Role of Behavior in Training
By Steve Johnson

FLA Acknowledgements

I am an animal behaviorist; thus, I work
with animal behavior. Do I train dogs? Yes,
but I work with a lot of other animals, as
well. The key term is animal. Good animal
techniques work with any animal, but it boils
down to one thing: Is the animal wild or domesticated? Wild animals can be tamed; domesticated animals can be trained. Both can
be stubborn, recalcitrant, and dangerous.
The question is “what are you going to do
with yours?” If you don’t want to do the
work, quit bitchin’ about not having a rela1 tionship with your animal, and get on with
being a zookeeper. If you want to cultivate a
meaningful
relationship
with
your
2 “companion,” then read on.
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I know many of you worry about making
your wolfdog mad at you and ruining your
relationships with them. I hear owners talk
about positive reinforcement training methods; however, most really do not know how
these methods are best used. In fact, many
people are a little confused about training, in
general, and what type of training is best for
a wolfdog.
To the inexperienced, food-driven and
positive reinforcement training methods
sound excellent and have the added benefit
of keeping your wolfdog loving you. Resource management training (i.e., withholding food and then hand feeding your animal
after a desired reaction) may seem like a
good idea (and some trainers advocate this
method of training), but the problem is that
you are creating a shallow relationship with
your animal based on bribes.
If you have a wild animal, food-driven
and positive reinforcement methods are
used to tame them enough so you can feed
and care for them. It is what is necessary to
keep them as a zoo exhibit. However, you
need more from a companion animal.

Wolfdogs are intelligent—not just creatures of instinct and reaction. Stimulation
and drives are only part of what motivate
wolfdogs. Thus, using food as a training lure
to stimulate the animal for a desired response is failing to address the animal in its
entirety.
Some of you might be saying, “What I’m
doing is working for me.” Is it really? When
is the last time you were in an unfenced area
with your lead on the ground, just hanging
out with your wolfdog, with no care for who
or what was around and with no worries
about your pet bolting away?
Positive reinforcement training only
creates a wolfdog that does great tricks in
the backyard, but lacks enough manners for
the park. But positive reinforcement is not
the only type of training available. So let’s
talk about some other training methods.
Dominance methods work if you like
your wolfdog submissive. Those of you using
dominance methods such as the “alpha
roll” should take a step back and realize that
it has a different effect than what you intend.
While it may appear to work well, it has farreaching, detrimental effects, working
against the relationship you wish to build
with your animal.
The alpha roll was a fad started in the
early 70’s. A very popular training book for
German Shepherds trotted out this method
because “dogs descend from wolves, and
wolves do it to each other.” Methods based
on this type of reasoning typically ruin all
chance of a really good relationship between
you and your animal. You may get away with
doing it to young adults, but you will have
probably crossed a line you may never recover from.
Many of you may have used the alpha
roll with success on a pup to keep it from
biting you. However, once that pup matures,
you may be asking yourself this question:
(Continued on page 12)
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Florida Lupine Association

We would like to hear from our members! What would
you like to learn more about? Do you have an animal
with a specific medical condition and want to learn
more about it? Do you have a doggy recipe you would
like to share? Do you have specific questions you
would like us to answer or investigate? We will try to
address your questions or concerns.

A Federal Non-Profit Organization
EIN: 59-3586075
Dedicated to Being Florida’s
Responsible Voice for Wolfdogs

Letters, Advertisements & Pictures
should be sent to
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FLA, Inc., except where otherwise indicated and credited.
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●
●

To Steve Johnson for his article on training and
behavior.
To the individual (who wishes to remain anonymous)
who donated her recipe for the “K-9 Kulinary Korner”
column. (We are looking for more recipes, so please
submit them to editor@floridalupine.org.)
To Joan Ford for six years of hard work as the FLA
Editor. Being an editor is often a thankless task, but
not this time. Thank you, Joan, for all the hard work
you have done to make the Florida Lupine News a
success over the last six years.
To Monty Sloan of Wolf Park for allowing FLA to use
one of his many beautiful wolf photos. To view more
of Monty’s photos, go to www.wolfpark.org!
To Jody & Pam for their editorial help on the articles in
this newsletter.

Florida Lupine Association
Directors & Officers
Mayo Wetterberg, President
Kim Miles, Vice President & Editor
Andrea Bannon, Treasurer
Jill Parker, Secretary
Jody Haynes, Webmaster

(All submissions will become property of
FLA unless accompanied by a SASE)

Deadlines for Submission:
Spring NL: March 15
Summer NL: June 15

Fall NL: Sept. 15
Winter NL: Dec. 15

Letters, ads, and articles may not reflect the views of FLA.
We welcome all comments, ads, and articles but require that
they are signed and include a phone number and address. FLA
and the Editor reserve the right to edit any material submitted
for publication in the Florida Lupine News Newsletter.
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From the Desk of the President
By Mayo Wetterberg
Most of you know that I have been involved in
wolfdog rescue for many years and have a growing
amount of rescued animals—way more than anyone
should have. Several years ago, Karyl and I
incorporated as a Florida non-profit organization, and
last year we completed the federal IRS 501(c)(3) taxexempt status requirements as a wolfdog sanctuary
and rescue. We have turned away very few animals,
but the adopted numbers have not kept pace with the
new, incoming rescues.
Over the years our permanent residents have
grown in numbers. Several of our current animals are
not really adoptable and have aged into the geriatric
set, essentially insuring they will be here until they
cross over the bridge. We currently have 42 animals,
including house dogs and cats, and the care of these
critters requires virtually all of our time and effort.
I have made a commitment to the care of my
animals and to focus on their needs. The time
required to do this has been at the expense of FLA
and being able to support the membership. Because of
this, I have decided not to run for re-election to the
FLA Board of Directors. My position needs to be filled
by someone who has the time and energy to help lead
FLA. Some time ago, I told the directors of my
decision, and when the board of directors meet after
the rendezvous, they will select the next president
from the new board. I will stay on the board through
the rendezvous, but my position as a director will be
open for nomination for the next two-year term.
Personally, I am not going anywhere. I fully
intend to remain an FLA member, and I intend to
remain engaged with the captive wildlife section of
FWC. I will still represent FLA, helping to protect
wolfdog ownership rights and working with FWC to
help them enforce the current rules from an educated
viewpoint. I don’t believe the new FWC rules are bad,
but recent examples prove that FWC has much to
learn about wolfdogs, especially in evaluating high
content wolfdogs.
My first responsibility must be to focus on my
animals and their needs. I am convinced that FLA is
in great hands and will continue to serve you and me
as members. This has made my decision easier and
allows me to exit, knowing things will continue
seamlessly.
I hope to see you all at the rendezvous. We will
have a great time as we always do—talking wolfdogs
and responsible ownership, visiting with old friends,
and meeting new wolfdog owners and their animals.
And hopefully playing with the puppies!!
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From the “Virtual” Desk of
the Webmaster
By Jody Haynes
It has been awhile since I wrote this column. I recently rejoined the FLA board, and as a director I feel it is
important to reinstate my “From the desk of…” newsletter column in an effort to keep the membership informed of any updates or additions to the FLA website.
Much has transpired with regard to the website
since my last column was published. First and foremost
is that over the holidays, the website got a complete
makeover. The original FLA website was created over a
decade ago, when computer monitors were smaller and
had lower resolution, and when web technology was
much more simplistic. I believe the new look makes the
site much cleaner and more professional looking, and I
look forward to hearing your thoughts, as FLA members,
regarding the overall appeal of the new site.
Another item that I am pleased to announce is that
many of the publications (on the “Wolfdog Publications”
page) that FLA created have been updated and made
more current. The revised versions are indicated with a
“NEW” symbol and a revision date. Some of the updated
items include “Canine Containment,” “Of Wolves and
Dogs…,” and “Wolfdog Considerations” trifold brochure.
As a final comment, I feel it is important to note that
a completely revised version of the phenotyping pamphlet that FLA originally created for the Florida Fish &
Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) has been presented to the FWC, and the revised version has also been
uploaded to the FLA website.
Please take a few moments to visit the FLA website
today (www.floridalupine.org) and encourage your
friends, family, neighbors—and anyone who will listen
—to do the same! As always, feel free to send your comments, criticisms, and suggestions for improvement to
me at webmaster@floridalupine.org.

The FLA Board of Directors wishes to
thank Joan Ford for all of her dedication
to making FLA a success over the last
seven years. Joan has been instrumental
in helping run the organization,
planning the annual rendezvous, and
publishing the quarterly newsletter. For
all of your work and dedication, we
thank you, Joan!
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From the Desk of the Treasurer From the Desk of the Secretary
By Andrea Bannon
Spring is in the air, and with it comes our annual
rendezvous and membership meeting; this event
provides one of our largest fund-raising opportunities
of the year. To be a success, however, we need you! We
need you to attend; we need you to bring auction
items; we need you to bid on auction items. We
basically need your participation and input to make
the rendezvous a success and to make FLA thrive.
Last year we had a small turnout, one of the
smallest in years. But much of that had to do with the
horrible state of our economy and the recession. With
the small crowd we had, we still managed to raise
$484.50 from our auction of the many items donated
by our members and $407 from the raffle, member
contributions/dues, and the FLA items we sold (Tshirts and CDs).
Hopefully, this year will yield an even larger
turnout and provide us with lots of fun and a great
fund-raising opportunity! Please think about coming
to the rendezvous this year and consider the various
items you can donate for this event (see the
rendezvous insert for ideas).
I am hoping to see all of you then, and as always, I
love seeing all the wolfdogs that are there. For those
who cannot make it, you will be missed, but I’m
hopeful you can make it next year!

By Jill Parker
During this quarter, two (2) members renewed
their FLA memberships, both of whom are Florida
residents. Two (2) new members—one of whom is
from Florida and the other who resides in Texas—
joined the organization this past quarter.
We would like to bring in more new members, so
please help spread the word about FLA to other
wolfdog owners, encouraging them to join the
organization. The more people who take an active
interest in the organization, the better we can help
wolfdog owners in Florida and across the nation.
While FLA has received informational requests
via email, we have not received mail out requests for
any of the educational packets and/or information
listed below: (1) considerations before acquiring a
wolfdog; (2) wolfdog breeding and breeder
information; (3) containment and enrichment
information; (4) reading and understanding canine
behavior; (5) phenotyping wolfdogs, dogs and wolves;
and (6) canine domestication and genetics. While all
of the above information is provided on our website
(www.floridalupine.org), these packets are also free to
those who are interested in receiving them. If you
know of any individual or animal agency who would
like a wolfdog informational packet, please contact
FLA at info@floridalupine.org.

FDA Advises Veterinarians of Recall of Human Drug,
Phenobarbitol: Drug is Prescribed for Animals Extralabel

Press Release: US Food & Drug Administration, Center for Veterinary Medicine
The Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA’s) Center
for Veterinary Medicine (CVM) has become aware of a
human drug recall for Phenobarbital tablets. Phenobarbital is prescribed by veterinarians as an extralabel use for
treating seizures in animals.
On February 5, 2011, Qualitest Pharmaceuticals voluntarily recalled several lots of Phenobarbital 32.4 mg
and Hydrocodone Bitartrate and Acetaminophen Tablets
10 mg/500 mg due to a label mix-up between the two
drug products. Hydrocodone Bitartrate and Acetaminophen tablets were incorrectly labeled as Phenobarbital
tablets 32.4 mg. As a result of this mix-up, pets may unintentionally be given Hydrocodone and Acetaminophen
tablets instead of the intended drug, Phenobarbital.
CVM has recently received three serious adverse
event reports involving dogs treated with Phenobarbital

tablets manufactured by Qualitest Pharmaceuticals. One
report cited two of the three affected lot numbers for the
recalled product. The remaining two reports did not provide the lot numbers.

(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)

Qualitest Pharmaceuticals Issues Voluntary, Nationwide Recall Of Hydrocodone Bitartrate And Acetaminophen
Tablets, USP 10 MG / 500 MG, NDC
0603-3888-20, 60 Count, Lot Numbers
T150G10B, T120J10E And T023M10A And Phenobarbital Tablets, USP 32.4 MG, NDC 0603-5166-32, 1000
Count, Lot Numbers T150G10B, T120J10E And
T023M10A
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE - February 5, 2011
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These lots were distributed between September 21,
2010 and December 29, 2010 to wholesale and retail
pharmacies nationwide (including Puerto Rico). Lot
numbers can be found on the side of the bottle. Hydrocodone Bitartrate and Acetaminophen tablets are large
(approximately 16.5 mm in length), pink, capsule-shaped
tablets, debossed (3600) on one side, and debossed (V)
on the reverse side; Phenobarbital tablets are small
(approximately 6.4 mm in diameter), white, round, biconvex, scored tablets, debossed (5012) and (V) on one
side and plain on the reverse side. All patients who have
filled prescriptions of Phenobarbitol manufactured by
Qualitest are asked to double check the identity of their
tablets.
Qualitest is notifying all customers who may have
received affected
product and arranging for the
return of any affected product.
While no injuries have been
reported to date,
any adverse reactions or quality
problems experienced with the use
of this product
may be reported
to the manufacturer or to FDA’s MedWatch Adverse Event Reporting program either online, by regular mail, or by fax.

Qualitest Pharmaceuticals today issued a voluntary
nationwide recall of Hydrocodone Bitartrate and Acetaminophen tablets, USP 10mg / 500mg, NDC 0603-388820, 60 count, Lot Numbers T150G10B, T120J10E and
T023M10A, and Phenobarbital tablets, USP 32.4 mg, NDC
0603-5166-32, 1000 count, Lot Numbers T150G10B,
T120J10E and T023M10A. An individual bottle of Hydrocodone Bitartrate and Acetaminophen tablets, USP
10mg / 500mg, NDC 0603-3888-20, 60 count was found
incorrectly labeled with a Phenobarbital tablets, USP
32.4 mg, NDC 0603-5166-32, 1000 count label, printed
with Lot Number T150G10B. Lots T120J10E and
T023M10A used the same stock inventory of labels as
Lot T150G10B and are potentially impacted.
As a result of this mix-up, patients may unintentionally take Hydrocodone and Acetaminophen tablets, instead of the intended dose of Phenobarbital. Unintentional administration of Hydrocodone can lead to serious
adverse events including respiratory depression, CNS
 Telephone: 1-800-444-4011
depression, coma and death, especially in opioid naïve
patients and patients on other CNS depressants. Uninten FAX: 1-800-FDA-0178
tional administration of Acetaminophen may result in
 Online: www.fda.gov/MedWatch/report.htm1
liver toxicity in patients on other Acetaminophen con Regular Mail: Use postage-paid FDA form 3500
taining medications, patients with liver dysfunction, or
available at: http://www.fda.gov/MedWatch/
people who consume more than three alcoholic beveraggetforms.htm.2 Mail to MedWatch 5600 Fishers
es a day. Additionally, missing doses of Phenobarbital
Lane, Rockville, MD 20852-9787
could result in loss of seizure control.
Consumers who have affected product should stop About Qualitest
using the product and contact Qualitest at 1-800-4444011 for reimbursement. The lot number can be found
Founded in 1983, Qualitest provides affordable, highon the side of the bottle. The recall includes the following
quality generic pharmaceuticals. Featuring a current
products:
portfolio exceeding 600 products, the company has
grown significantly since its inception and is now ranked
 Hydrocodone Bitartrate and Acetaminophen tab- in the top ten among all suppliers of generics, based on
lets, USP 10mg / 500mg, NDC 0603-3888-20, 60 total prescriptions filled. Qualitest is a wholly owned
count, Lot Numbers T150G10B, T120J10E and
subsidiary of Endo Pharmaceuticals (Nasdaq: ENDP), a
T023M10A
U.S.-based, specialty healthcare solutions company, fo Phenobarbital tablets, USP 32.4 mg, NDC 0603cused on high-value branded products and specialty ge5166-32, 1000 count, Lot Numbers T150G10B,
nerics (www.endo.com).
T120J10E and T023M10A
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Veterinarian Says Natural Foods Not Always Best for Pets
Press Release: Kansas State University
By Jennifer Torline
MANHATTAN — While natural food is a rising
trend among humans, pet owners should be careful
before feeding similar types of food to their pets,
according to a Kansas State University veterinarian.
All too often pet owners assume that because
certain foods, such as fruits and vegetables, are
healthy for them, they are also healthy for their pets,
said Susan Nelson, K-State assistant professor of
clinical services.
"Natural and veggie-based pet foods are based
more on market demand from owners, not because
they are necessarily better for the pet," she said.
Natural pet food isn’t necessarily
unhealthy for pets, and there are good
brands on the market. But cats and
dogs have specific nutritional needs
that some of these foods may not
provide, Nelson said.
For instance, a natural dog food
may provide antioxidants through
fruits and vegetables, but it may be
deficient in other nutrients the dog
needs. If pet owners opt for natural pet food, it's
important to make sure pets still receive a wellbalanced diet, she said.
Before buying any pet food that is labeled natural,
owners should make sure it comes from a reputable
company. Nelson said the Association of American
Feed Control Officials, or AAFCO, sets guidelines for
the production, labeling and distribution of pet food
and sets minimum standards for the nutritional
adequacy of diets.
To ensure that food contains the proper nutrients
a pet needs, pet owners should only buy pet food that
has at least one of the two AAFCO nutritional
adequacy statements on its label, Nelson said. The
association's standards determine whether a pet food
company's product is complete and balanced for a
specific life stage according to one of two criteria: the
diet's formula meets the minimum nutrient
requirements established by the association or the
diet has undergone association feeding trials.
Feeding trials, while not perfect, generally give the
best assessment on how well the food performs for a
specific life stage, Nelson said. Owners should look
closely at the feeding statement on the label, as some
foods are intended for intermittent feeding or only for
specific life stages, and they could be detrimental to a

pet if fed long-term.
Nelson said it is important to differentiate between
terms such as natural, organic and holistic. Organic
and holistic currently have no specific definitions for
pet foods under the Association of American Feed
Control Officials guidelines. Organic is defined by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture for human food, but the
department has no definition of natural foods for
humans.
The feed control association defines natural
products as those that don't contain any chemically
synthesized ingredients except vitamins or minerals.
The labels for natural products
containing any of these ingredients must
state: "Natural with added vitamins,
minerals and other trace nutrients."
Consumers should be wary of any pet
food company that claims to have
organic or holistic food because they
don't exist by the association's definition,
Nelson said.
Consumers should also pay
attention to food ingredients. For instance, cats and
dogs should not eat onions or garlic. While flaxseed oil
can provide fatty acids for dogs, cats can't use it for
this purpose. Any manufacturer that uses these
ingredients should be avoided, Nelson said.
"Most reputable companies have a veterinary
nutritionist on hand," Nelson said. "These companies
also conduct nutritional research and have their own
internal quality control in place."
Because dry pet food needs preservatives, there is
often debate about whether artificial or natural
preservatives are better. Studies show that synthetic
preservatives seem to work better and aren’t bad for
pets at the levels contained in the food. However,
market demand is for using vitamins E and C because
they are natural preservatives.
As with any pet diet, pet owners who opt for
natural pet food should keep an eye on their pets to
make sure the food is not negatively affecting them,
Nelson said.
"Assuming the diet you have chosen meets AAFCO
minimum standards of nutritional adequacy, and if
your pet looks healthy, has good coat quality, is in good
body condition, has good fecal consistency and is able
to do its job, the diet is probably adequate for him," she
said.
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Rehberg Sets the Stage for Nationwide Wolf Eradication:
New legislation would allow elimination of gray wolves, puts all America’s wildlife at risk
Press Release: Defender’s of Wildlife
WASHINGTON, DC (January 27, 2011) — Montana
Rep. Denny Rehberg introduced two bills yesterday that
would strip federal protections for gray wolves across the
country. Together, these bills would allow states to eliminate
all wolves in the Northern Rockies, Great Lakes and Southwest, including the 42 Mexican wolves struggling for survival
in New Mexico and Arizona. If passed, this legislation would
be the first to exempt a single species from the Endangered
Species Act, setting a dangerous precedent for removing protections for other imperiled wildlife.
The following is a statement from Rodger Schlickeisen, president of Defenders of Wildlife:
“These bills are bad for wolves, bad for the Endangered
Species Act, and bad for the future of all America’s wildlife.
Some members of Congress are willing to sell out America’s
wolves by looking for a quick legislative fix. In the process,
they are undermining not only one of our greatest conservation successes, but also unraveling the Endangered Species
Act, one of the world’s most far-sighted conservation laws.
“Most Americans care very deeply about our nation’s
wildlife and want to see all animals protected from needless
persecution. However, these bills would sacrifice wildlife belonging to all Americans just because a small minority of
people don’t like wolves. Obviously, some folks still think all
predators are bad, even though those animals are an essential
part of this country’s wildlife heritage.
“These bills set a terrible precedent that will open the
flood gates to legislation to strip protections for any other
species that a politician finds inconvenient to protect. Grizzly
bears, salmon, whales, polar bears and Florida panthers are
just a few that could be at serious risk. If enacted, this legislation would constitute one of the worst assaults on the ESA
since it became law in 1973. If we allow Congress to overrule

the courts and usurp the authority of professional wildlife
managers and expert biologists, there’s no telling where it will
stop.
“For decades there has been a worldwide scientific consensus that human society is causing a rapid and accelerating
loss of species, species that hold together the web of life that
supports all life on earth, including human life. During President George H. W. Bush’s administration, his science advisory council identified this phenomenon as representing one of
the most serious long-term threats to human welfare, and it
has only become worse since then. The ESA is the single
strongest law we have for combating this enormous threat to
future generations, and it would be enormous human folly to
mindlessly begin unraveling it based upon political whim.
“It’s time to take a stand against those who simply don’t
like wolves before they take down our whole system of science-based wildlife conservation. We call on all members of
Congress to uphold the commitment our country has made
to protect and recover imperiled wildlife by opposing this
damaging legislation.”
The following is a statement from Suzanne Stone, Northern Rockies
representative for Defenders of Wildlife:
“Stripping wolves of all protection is irresponsible and
misguided, and so is dismantling the Endangered Species Act
to justify killing wolves. The ESA is not the problem. The
problem is that certain states refuse to take responsibility for
managing wildlife responsibly. Idaho and Wyoming have already made clear their intent to get rid of as many wolves as
possible, and others states are likely to follow suit. Without
adequate protections in place, healthy wolf populations will
once again become a thing of the past.
“We want responsible state management with safeguards
in place to maintain a healthy wolf population. Those safeguards need to be in place before federal protections are lifted to ensure that the investment of the American people to
restore wolves isn't lost because some are determined to demonize the species.
“We should all be working toward a regional wolf management plan that brings all sides together. This shouldn't be
a fight, but a partnership.”
The following is a statement from Eva Sargent, Southwest program
director for Defenders of Wildlife:
“This is no longer just about wolves in the Northern
Rockies. These bills would also strip much-needed protec(Continued on page 14)
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wolfdog to successfully compete in agility competitions, it has
been done. And we can teach a wolfdog basic animal-people
skills with just a basic knowledge of how a canine learns, some
By Mayo Wetterberg
simple training methods, and the time and patience to apply
Training Your Wolfdog
them. It may not be as simple and quick as with some domestic
dogs, but it can be done with reasonable effort, and will result
I have always believed training is an absolute must with in a happier relationship because of it.
any companion animal, including wolfdogs. I say this not as a
professional dog trainer, but as an average owner who wants Bonding and Trust
the most out of my relationship with my animals. This is why I
decided to dig a little deeper into canine behavior and the proIn all animals there must be a trust and a bonding on the
cess of animal training. From my digging for information and part of the animal if he is to learn what we wish to teach. If a
applying common sense training methods, I have come away wolfdog does not trust us, or is fearful, he will not be a willing
with two firm beliefs: (1) a trained animal is a much happier candidate to learn what we want to teach him. He may, in fact,
and content animal, and (2) you can successfully train any learn things we do not intend to teach, and he may frustrate all
wolfdog, regardless of the wolf content.
our attempts to communicate with him.
A scared wolfdog, cowering in the back of an enclosure, is
not a good student to teach to “sit” or to “come”. If we approach directly, he may bite or snap out of fear. And if we back
away after a snap, the wolfdog may learn that he can make us
go away through aggression—something we never intended to
teach or reinforce. So the basic groundwork lies in the wolfdog
trusting us. No meaningful training can be accomplished without it.
Obviously, this trust is most easily established with a puppy—the earlier, the better. Even a pup with his eyes not yet
open can learn the smell of a human companion as easily as he
learns his mother and littermates. With continual contact, he
will learn to accept people as a part of his world in a matter of
days or weeks. You will have established a bond that will
amaze you with its strength and depth.
Older adult dogs may take a longer time to accept a human
into their world, depending on their past experiences. If they
A Commitment to Training
were well socialized as a puppy, they may readily accept any
human, but if they were abused or never socialized to people,
By having a wolfdog in our home, we are bringing a ca- they may fear and distrust you. Wolfdogs in the latter category
nine into a strange environment and requiring that he live by can be a long-term project. It will take a lot of understanding
our rules. He has no basic instinct that tells him how to behave and careful attention to establish a bond that we can train from.
in our human world. He is not inherently familiar with all our But it is possible, and it can be done. It may require a real indos and don’ts. He has no way of knowing what is wanted of depth understanding of canine behavior and training methods—
him unless someone shows him in a manner that he can under- and even help from a professional canine behavior specialist.
stand. There are rules he must learn, or face punishment for But time and patience will eventually win him over.
violating them. And without knowing what the rules are, he is
Once we have the trust and bond of our wolfdog, there is
doomed to make mistakes.
still another obstacle to training. It’s what is known as “what’s
He must learn that the couch is not supposed to be shred- in it for me.” Wolfdog owners have this problem in heaps.
ded, that items on the countertops are not to be carried off to Wolfdogs tend to “weigh their options” before responding to a
“examine” in detail, and that the tootsie rolls in the litter box human request.
are not for him. And worse yet, violating certain rules (like not
Unlike a lot of dog breeds that have been created over the
biting people) brings very serious consequences, even death— centuries to please humans and focus on their owners’ every
just for not knowing about the rule. So we must work with our action, wolfdogs have a very independent nature. Before they
wolfdog, developing a communication method by which we blindly follow a request (even when they know the command),
can teach our rules to the animal. He cannot learn these rules they need to know that there is something in it for them. But
unless we teach him.
that just means that slightly different training methods need to
Many people have said that wolfdogs cannot be trained. be used to train wolfdogs. Or rather, some of the poorer dog
They say wolfdogs refuse to obey, will always be wild, and the training methods need to be discarded.
higher the wolf content, the more impossible the task. I argue
A lot of books have been written on canine behavior,
that this is not true. While the average person may not train a learning, and training. There are a lot of technical terms that
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describe how an animal learns and how
training should be conducted. All this
learning and the various training methods can be boiled down to two fairly
simple categories—reward-based training and punishment training. The first
includes those things that reward a dog
for doing what you want him to do, and
the latter includes things that punish a
dog for doing things you do not want
him to do. There are advocates for both
methods and some instances where one
may work better than the other. I am
definitely in favor of the reward-based
methods and will explain why.
ment for a new misbehavior.
The last criteria for punishment to
Harsh Punishment Is Bad Training
work is that the wolfdog must know the
correct behavior before punishment can
First of all, punishment, to be an be applied for a misbehavior. If he does
effective training method, must work. not know the correct behavior, he cannot
Sounds simple. But if a punishment know why he is being punished for a mismakes a wolfdog regress into fear, the behavior. So if our wolfdog must already
punishment becomes counterproductive. understand the correct behavior, why not
From birth, a mother corrects a pup reward that correct behavior and not have
through a set of accepted actions and the to punish the misbehavior.
pup understands them. The punishment
fits the severity of the mistake. If we use Reward-based Training
punishment, we must be careful to apply
it in a manner the wolfdog understands.
Using reward training methods is
Misapplied punishment can cause ani- fairly straightforward. We are going to
mals to become helpless and just go reward our wolfdog for doing the things
limp in frustration or become aggressive we want him to do. Rewards can be food,
out of fear.
affection, playtime, praise, etc.—all
Second, punishment must be imme- things that are fun and enjoyable to your
diate, or the wolfdog may identify with wolfdog. The principle is that once
the wrong event. The classic example of shown what we want him to do and given
misuse of punishment is someone com- a reward for doing it correctly, he will
ing home and punishing a dog for peeing gladly do it when requested again.
on the carpet in their absence. The dog
Were it quite that simple, we would
cannot associate the punishment with the all be finished training our animals and
event that happened long ago. The dog on to something else. The reality is that
will more likely associate his being pun- sometimes there doesn’t seem to be a
ished with the person’s coming home.
reward big enough to elicit the desired
Third, punishment must be adminis- response when the command is given.
tered every time the misbehavior occurs Here is where bonding and trust become
or a wolfdog may become confused. a great part of training.
Sometimes they get punished, someIf a wolfdog is going to do anything
times they don’t. How do they associate for us, it is because he wants to. “What’s
the punishment with the misbehavior? in it for me?” sometimes cannot be anThey may learn to endure the few times swered by food treats. He may do it only
of punishment, or just be totally con- because of our stature in his life. This is
fused over why they are being punished. where patience and our understanding of
Be consistent!
our wolfdog will help find the answer.
Fourth, punishment must be preced- The intent of reward training is to estabed by a warning, and the animal must lish a positive relationship and communiunderstand the warning. Otherwise the cation between us and our wolfdog—not
animal has no way of avoiding punish- to be used as the sole training method.
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However, reward-based training has
many positive aspects.
First, it generally takes less time to
train. It is far easier to show an animal
what the desired behavior is (peeing outside), rather than repeatedly punishing
the misbehavior (peeing in house) in
hopes that the animal will figure out the
correct behavior. Here, the reward could
be telling it “good boy” or “good girl.”
Second, the trained behavior is far
more consistent with reward methods.
You will initially show exactly what you
are looking for as a response to a command, and then we choose to reward
whenever we decide that our wolfdog’s
response is correct.
Third, the actual training becomes a
process to strengthen the bond between
us and our wolfdog. The time spent can
be quality time. It is time doing things
together and reinforcing all the socialization and mental exercise that our wolfdog needs to complement his physical
exercise.
Fourth, the whole training experience is built around happy rewarding
times. Much better than training that is
based on punishing bad behavior. Contrary to what someone once said, happiness is not just negative punishment.
Prove it to Yourself
All the philosophy about training
your wolfdog is just that—philosophy.
The proof is when you actually commit
to trying to train a specific behavior and
see the results. Start with something simple; set a measurable goal. When you
have seen the positive results, it will
give you the confidence to do more
training of misbehaviors you really want
to modify.
Training of any kind will help you
understand your wolfdog better, and be
more understanding of what makes him
tick. You will learn to focus on your
wolfdog’s actions, and he will learn to
focus on you. You will see the things
that your wolfdog understands as you do
them, and the things that you do that
confuse him. You will build a confidence in handling your wolfdog, and he
will build a trust in you and your commands. It may not be easy, but it will be
rewarding.
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Protect Yourself & Your Pet: Be Online Pet Pharmacy A.W.A.R.E.
By US Food & Drug Administration, Center for Veterinary Medicine
“Affordable pet prescriptions!”
“Pet meds at discount prices!”
“No prescription required!”

However, you can protect yourself by
doing your homework and being
online pharmacy A.W.A.R.E.

“Your best source for pet meds!”
If you’ve ever searched online for
prescription pet medicines, you’ve no
doubt seen eye-catching, attentiongrabbing claims. They sound convincing in their promises of convenience
and lower prices. But are these claims
really true?
Internet sites that sell pet drugs
can be reputable pharmacies. However, others are fronts for businesses
breaking federal, state, and, sometimes, international laws. Illegal
online pharmacies may sell medicines
that are counterfeit, outdated, mislabeled, incorrectly formulated, or improperly made or stored. These medicines may not contain the actual drug
or the correct amount of drug; may
contain contaminants; may not work
as well due to age or being stored in
conditions that were too hot, cold, or
humid; and may not have the proper
directions for use. If you are unhappy
with ordered products, illegal online
pharmacies may fraudulently leave
you with no way to get your money
back. In the end, you may find buying
prescription pet medicines online costly to your pet’s health and your wallet.
If you find a cheaper medicine
online, ask your veterinarian to consider matching the price. Many veterinarians are willing to competitively
charge based on the online price
you’ve found (and can show proof of).
You should also know that neither the
drug maker nor your veterinarian will
stand behind a product’s guarantee if
you purchase the product online.
If you still want to purchase your
pet’s prescription medicines online,
remember there is no fool-proof way
to tell if an online pharmacy is legal.

2.

3.

A— Ask Your Veterinarian

4.

Before you purchase online, talk
with your veterinarian! Your veterinarian supports you and wants what’s
best for both you and your pet. Ask 5.
your veterinarian questions, like: “Do
you trust the internet pharmacy site?”,
“Have you ever worked with the company?”, and “Have other clients used
that site?” If any of the answers are
"yes," what were your veterinarian's
experiences?

W—Watch for Red Flags
When buying from
online pharmacies, keep an
eye out for red flags. Be careful if the…


Site does not require veterinary
prescriptions for prescription drug
orders. Websites that sell prescription veterinary medicines without
valid veterinary prescriptions for

6.

them are breaking the law. Under
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, a pharmacy can’t sell
you a veterinary prescription drug
without a valid prescription or
other type of order from a licensed
veterinarian. Online questionnaires or consults don’t take the
place of valid veterinary prescriptions. Sites that sell drugs without
requiring valid veterinary prescriptions rob both you and your
pet of the protection provided by a
veterinary physical exam.
Site has no licensed pharmacist
available to answer questions.
Can someone answer your questions about your pet’s medicines?
Site does not list physical business address, phone number, or
other contact information. If
something goes wrong with your
order, can you get in contact with
them?
Site is not based in the US. If an
out-of-country site fraudulently
takes your money, there’s not
much the US government can do
to help you get your money back.
Site is not licensed by the State
Board of Pharmacy where the
business is based. If the business is
based in the US, check to see if it is
properly licensed in the State
where it is based by contacting
that State's Board of Pharmacy.
Contact information for each
State Board of Pharmacy is
available on the National
Association of Boards of
Pharmacy (NABP) website,
w hi ch i s l ocat ed at
www.nabp.net/boards-ofpharmacy/.
Site does not protect your personal information. Keep yourself safe
from identity theft! Make sure the
site you use is secure.
(Continued on page 11)
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Site’s prices are dramatically
lower than your veterinarian’s or
other website’s prices. If it seems
too good to be true, then it probably is.
Site ships you medicine that you
didn’t order or that looks very
different from what your pet normally takes. Don’t give these
medicines to your pet! Contact
the site immediately!

A — Always Check
Accreditation

for

Site

In addition to following federal
and state licensing and inspection requirements, in 2009, the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy
(NABP) created a voluntary accreditation program called Vet-VIPPS
(Veterinary-Verified Internet Pharmacy Practice Sites).

Vet-VIPPS accredited online pharmacies





are appropriately licensed in each
state where they ship drugs,
have successfully completed a 19point review and online survey,
undergo yearly VIPPS review and
re-accreditation, and
undergo NABP on-site surveys
every three years.

Vet-VIPPS accredited pharmacies
must also meet other strict criteria,
including protecting patient confidentiality, quality assurance, and validity
of prescription orders.

R—Report P rob lems and
Suspicious Online Pharmacies
If your pet has a problem with a
medicine purchased online (for example, a reaction to the medicine or the
medicine not working), first contact
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the medicine’s maker. To report adverse drug events directly to the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) Center for Veterinary Medicine (CVM)
call 1-888-FDA-VETS. For a copy of
the reporting form (FDA Form 1932a)
and for more information on how to
report problems, visit the following
website:
www.fda.gov/
AnimalVeterinary/SafetyHealth/
ReportaProblem/ucm055305.htm.
Protect yourself, your pets, and
others! Don’t fall victim to illegal
online pharmacies. Report suspicious 
online pharmacy sites to FDA and
NABP at:


FDA: www.fda.gov/Safety/
ReportaProblem/ucm059315.htm
NABP: www.nabp.net/

tions, and
uses current, unexpired medicines.

Be Online Pet Pharmacy AWARE:

A—Ask your veterinarian
W—Watch for red flags
A—Always check site accreditation
E — Educate Yourself about R—Report suspicious online pet
Online Pharmacies
pharmacies
E—Educate yourself about online
The best defense you have against
pharmacies
illegal online pharmacies is education.
Do your homework and be online
pharmacy A.W.A.R.E. before you purchase your pet’s medicines
This article was obtained from the US
online. An informed consumer is an
Department of Agriculture, Food & Drug
empowered consumer.
Administration, Center for Veterinary
For more information about purMedicine website: http://www.fda.gov/
chasing pet medicines from online
AnimalVeterinary/ResourcesforYou/
pharmacies, visit CVM’s website at AnimalHealthLiteracy/ucm203000.htm.
www.fda.gov/AnimalVeterinary, or This article was last updated on 15 Nocall CVM at 1-240-276-9300.
vember 2010.
Whenever your pet needs prescription medicines, your veterinarian
is your best, most reliable source, because your veterinarian:











physically examined your pet and
knows your pet’s medical and
treatment history,
knows which medicines are safest
for your pet,
educates you about potential side
effects associated with your pet’s
medicines,
shows you how to properly use
the medicines prescribed for your
pet,
stores prescription medicines in
the clinic according to label direc-
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around, and/or stroking or petting the
animal. When employing this technique,
you make your pet lay totally still while
you are touching and physically manipulating them. Touch methods (and similar techniques) promote a certain
amount of trust and bonding between
you and your pet; combined with a good
communication and manners program,
these methods work wonders.

“How come my wolfdog got along so
well with me when it was young, but
doesn’t accept my lead now that it is
older?” That great method—the alpha
roll—may be why.
Wolfdogs stay submissive until
they decide to challenge. When you
can’t dominate them anymore, they
begin to roll you. Keep this in mind: If
you play by their rules, you will eventu- Genetic vs. Learned Behaviors
ally lose by their rules!
Most pups are very forgiving of
Many training systems are based on
dominance training methods. Although genetic (i.e., ingrained) behavioral
they may run away frightened of you tendencies. However, there seems to be
after an alpha roll or other dominance a disconnect with people’s understandmethod, you usually only need to act ing of a genetic behavior as opposed to
nice or give them food to get their for- an environmentally learned behavior.
giveness. Then one day they are bigger Training based on a genetic behavior or
and older. Challenge time! Now who is tendency allows for less argument with
going to alpha whom? Again dominance the animal as the animal tends to natumethods stop aggression today, but in rally follow that lead. Training based on
many
wolfdogs,
environmentally
you teach them
learned
behavyou can be chaliors, on the other
lenged later on in
Gain your dog's attention
hand, usually enlife. It’s not the
counter
more
through its name!
lesson you want a
resistance
and
Your dog's name is the most
young wolfdog to
are
less
effective.
important word it may ever
learn.
Therefore,
the
learn. When you call your dog's
Another techquestion
for
wolfname, it means “give me your
nique, stress stimdog owners is
attention.”
When said properly,
ulation, is often
what behaviors
your dog should respond by
confused with an
are genetic comfocusing on you, turning to you
alpha roll. This
pulsions
and
and asking “What?” If your dog
technique involves
which fall under
doesn't respond in this way, you
rolling a puppy on
the category of
its back with your
are engaging in an argument. You
environmental
hand on its chest,
have asked for your dog’s
and/or
pack
allowing it to
attention and it has responded
learning.
growl,
struggle
by saying “No.” Throughout the
For example,
and mouth you,
let’s
address the
day, you should ask for your
but not bite. While
saying
that we
dog's attention; when your dog
it might seem simshould
never
look
looks at you, say “good boy” or
ilar to an alpha
into
a
wolf's
eyes.
“good girl.” Then walk away with
roll, stress stimuIf you are dealing
no further action.
lation actually has
with a wild, unmany
benefits
tamed wolf, starwith young puping at it face to
pies. It is used to increase the bond be- face may cause an attack, but so might
tween puppies and humans and ap- touching, or sudden movements, or a
pears to make them more adjusted and host of other conducts. Although not
better able to solve problems.
making eye contact may be good advice
Touch methods for older dogs are for wolf/wolf relationships, it is not
also confused with alpha rolls. You can practical nor does it relate to human/
lay your wolfdog on its side or back, canine relationships.
holding down the head, rolling them
If we break down the eye-contact
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scenario, we might get a better understanding of what is genetically-based
behavior and what is learned behavior.
Hierarchy is hardwired into wolves and
is, therefore, a genetic trait. However,
the system of checks and balances used
to determine or reaffirm hierarchy is
environmentally learned (as clarified
below).
Wolves need a viable way to check
hierarchal placement within the pack,
so they take the inherent (genetic) behavior of fighting—used to establish
and maintain hierarchy—and create a
system of more efficient behaviors to
check or reinforce hierarchy. From a
survival perspective it would not be
viable for them to fight each time there
is a need to check their status within
the pack. An easier behavioral pattern
would be to display and submit. Typically, nobody gets hurt as much, but the
patterns of displaying and submitting
can still be very disruptive to the pack.
So wolves have learned to reduce the
pattern even more, allowing the less
dominant animal to exhibit T-posture
(perpendicular mounting of an animal
over its back) and the more submissive
animal to break eye contact and allow
the mounting.
This is an example of canines taking large inherent patterns (such as
fighting) and then reducing them down
to small efficient shortcuts (such as Tposture and breaking eye contact).
When two pack members in passing
simply want to remind themselves of
status, they don't need to fight or roll
upside down because there has been
no challenge. Instead, the superior
stares, and the lesser rank cuts its eyes
away. This is a very simple yet elegant
pattern, an environmentally learned
pattern, that is more effective in keeping harmony within the group.
So how does this relate back to
humans and wolves —and training? As
I mentioned at the beginning of this
section, you can base training on genetic tendencies, but not on learned environmental behaviors. There is no genetic need for your wolfdog to attack
you because you look them in the eyes.
They may not understand at first why
you want them to look you in the eye,
but they can learn why it is useful to
look at you. There will be some confu-
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So how do you accomplish this? You must understand
sion at first in trying to relate it to what they know, but it will
the nature of the beast. And you need a method that embracpass.
For those of you who cut your eyes away or allow your es both negative reinforcement (i.e., a way to effectively
wolfdog to stare you down, you are communicating your sta- chastise unacceptable behaviors) and positive reinforcetus as low level. You are also confusing them immensely be- ment (i.e., a way to reward desired behaviors).
Effective interaction or training occurs only when you
cause you are communicating your low level status and then
are able to work with your aniproceeding with high level (dominant)
mal without engaging in a “dog
behaviors. Confusion breeds anxiety,
fight” with it. Any time you alpha
which leads to bizarre and unwanted
Teach your dog the meaning
roll or use dominance methods
behaviors. Your inefficient communicaon your animal, you are fighting
of “Good boy” or “Good girl”!
tion and the dog’s resulting anxiety
with your dog. Canines treat all
creates a cycle that disrupts your wolfSaying “good boy” or “good girl” to your
fights the same way; a fight actidog’s ability to solve complex probdog means “I like what you are doing!”
vates a self-preservation cycle
lems such as successfully living and
It helps your dog because you are
within the animal. This means
interacting with humans.
identifying desirable behaviors—those
the animal will need to find a
Learning about inherent canine
you
want
to
encourage.
When
said
way out. This is not a learning
behavior (and applying it to training)
correctly,
your
dog
will
respond
with
a
situation for the canine—just
will help more than you can imagine.
self-preservation. So nothing
happy
or
satisfied
expression:
low
Doing something halfway (e.g., a halfpositive will have been learned,
wagging tails; prancing; sitting very
hearted alpha roll) or focusing on
but something negative might
training without looking at (and incorstill; dropping its mouth open and
very well be learned. Don’t negaporating) inherent behavior into the
lolling out its tongue.
tively impact your relationship
training (e.g., clicker training or foodwith your dog when curbing
driven/positive reinforcement training) produces half the desired result and promotes behavior behaviors. Does this mean one cannot use negative reinpatterns you probably do not want. If you are looking for a forcement to train? No, but it does mean that there are rules
specific remote control for your wolfdogs’ behavior or train- of engagement, and you must learn to operate within these
ing, it doesn’t exist. Instead, learn as much as possible about prescribed rules.
What canines do in a natural setting is agree AND disacanine behavior and find a training regimen based on those
behavioral tendencies. This will help to make your life and gree. During agreement, they pack up and do activities. Durthe life of your canine (who lives in your world) much better. ing disagreement, they walk away, ignore, and refuse to participate. If the disagreement gets bad enough (e.g., a fight
erupts), you may get permanent avoidance. Corporal punConclusion
ishment to a dog is a dog fight. Unless you want permanent
The problem is not necessarily with your wolfdog; it’s avoidance to be the foundation of your relationship with
when John Q. Public rushes up to pet your animal or lets your dog (i.e., your dog never trusting you again), you can’t
Squeaky, the little terror dog, pull its owner right up to you use heavy-handed punishments. Instead of engaging in a
and your wolfdog while you are hopelessly trying to wave “dog fight” with your animal, let them know in no uncertain
them off. The problem is out in the public eye where anything terms what is acceptable and what won’t be tolerated. To
can happen and where you are responsible for your animal’s effectively do this, you must learn what avoidance techconduct regardless of what another dog or owner does. While niques are (in dog language) and use these proper threat
you have a right to leave your home with your canine, if your and warning techniques to stimulate drive and/or stop
canine bites or attacks anyone—or even gives the perception drive as needed. If a session goes bad and your dog begins to
of it—then you and your dog will potentially pay the price. disagree, spend time afterwards agreeing on other things
At best, the injured person can sue; at worst, your dog can be and promoting pack behavior. Learn to find a balance, and
euthanized after being deemed a dangerous animal. And even your relationship will soar. As your wolfdog agrees more,
worse, you and your dog may be responsible for a ban on your value will begin to rise. You will become the treat they
want. They will become more relaxed, less stressed, and
wolfdogs in your area.
Manners and politeness are everything. “Sit” and “stay” more tolerant of human situations. Eventually they will beare just tricks. Letting your wolfdog be too aloof and spooky come well-mannered and polite enough to safely interact
about people may be its heritage, but it doesn’t work if you with John Q. Public.
This article is not meant to be used as a training manuplan on keeping one for a pet. Let me clarify that this applies
al;
instead,
it identifies just a few tips to help with training.
to all canines: dogs, low-content or high-content wolfdogs,
There
are
many
well-mannered wolfdogs trained through a
and pure wolves. Using only positive reinforcement training
variety
of
methods.
Don’t look for “The Way”; just try a way.
methods is great for trick behaviors around the house, but
You
will
get
further
by trying than not. Look for small imwe need manners and politeness for John Q. Public’s sake—
provements
every
day;
obedience grows slowly with trust
not just tricks.
and patience.
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Miami-Dade Animal Services Whistleblower
Press Release
By Amy Roman Restucci
MIAMI, FL, January 11, 2011 — A former employee of MiamiDade Animal Services (MDAS) has come forward to testify to
the killing of dozens of animals by a brutal method known as
heart-stick in an incident at the shelter on October 22, 2010.
More formally known as intracardiac injection (or IC),
the heart-stick procedure is widely held to be grossly inhumane and its use is, in fact, constrained by Miami-Dade’s own
policies. Their published Standard Operating Procedure manual specifies “an intracardiac injection should be done only if
an animal is unconscious, with the procedure overall held by
the shelter as a method of last resort.”
Such veterinary and animal protection bodies as the
American Veterinary Medical Association and Humane Society of The United States have also issued guidelines for the
procedures to use; the AVMA specifies that intracardiac injection is acceptable only when performed on heavily sedated,
anesthetized, or comatose animals, owing to the difficulty
and unpredictability of performing the injection accurately.
Grace Avila, then an animal care specialist at MDAS, alleges that on the evening of October 22, dozens of animals
were killed by MDAS Vet Tech David Perez, who used IC
without sedation, causing the animals to suffer terrifying and
agonizing deaths.
These accusations have surfaced at a time when the shelter was already at the center of a firestorm of complaints by
local citizens regarding the living conditions within the shelter, the neglect and mishandling of animals, a kill-rate significantly higher than the national average and overall mismanagement by MDAS director Dr. Sara Pizano, DVM. In particular, Miami-Dade Mayor Carlos Alvarez’s Facebook page has
recently become the target of innumerable postings by out-

raged citizens of not only Dade County, but animal advocates from around the country and abroad, including such
countries as the U.K. and Kenya.
Local grass-roots animal advocate groups are calling for
a general assessment of conditions inside the shelter by an
outside agency, as well as a thorough investigation into the
horrific events of October 22, and removal of shelter administrators Dr. Sara Pizano and Xiomara Mordcovich.
Several informal groups of concerned citizens have
formed in recent weeks with the intention of gaining widespread exposure of numerous documented incidents of neglect and mistreatment of animals in the custody of MDAS.
Large-scale public demonstrations are currently in the planning stages.
As of this writing, David Perez remains in the employ of
Miami-Dade Animal Services, and the only disciplinary action known to have been taken against him by the shelter is
his demotion to DA, shelter terminology for dead animal
removal.
Whistleblower Grace Avila was dismissed by the shelter
on Monday, January 11.

(Continued from page 7 “Rehberg Sets Stage”)

wolves to be shot on sight in 90 percent of the state. Idaho’s
official position, as adopted by the Idaho state legislature in
2002, is to remove all wolves by any means necessary. The
2002 Idaho state wolf management plan calls for no more
than 150 wolves. Montana has so far committed to maintaining a minimum of 15 breeding pairs, but there is nothing
to prevent the state legislature or future administrations
from using this number as the maximum as well. There are
currently an estimated 1,700 wolves in the region. More than
1,000 wolves could needlessly die because of this legislation.
At the last count in January 2010, biologists could find
just 42 Mexican gray wolves and only two breeding pairs in
Arizona and New Mexico – a dangerously low number that
scientists say contributes to ongoing genetic inbreeding that
is causing low birth and pup survival rates, creating a downward demographic spiral. The population dropped by 19
percent between 2009 and 2010. A new count is being conducted this month.

tions for the last 42 wild Mexican gray wolves. Mexican
wolves still face many threats, including high rates of illegal
killing. Even with Endangered Species Act protections, this
fragile population is in danger. Without them, these wolves
could be doomed. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is the
keeper of the flame for endangered species. The federal
agency has the experience and resources needed to save and
recover Mexican wolves. They should not be delisted.”
Background:
On 5 August 2010, federal protections were restored for
wolves in the Northern Rockies under the Endangered Species Act. A U.S. District Court in Montana determined that
wolves had been illegally delisted along state lines by removing protections in Idaho and Montana but not Wyoming.
Under current delisting plans, Idaho, Montana and Wyoming would have been allowed to manage wolves down to
100 to 150 wolves per state. Wyoming’s plan would allow

NOTE: In March 2011, MDAS had a serious outbreak of
distemper in its facility. Over 60 rescue groups from
across the country and numerous rescue individuals took
in the displaced animals over the March 25-27 weekend to
allow MDAS the opportunity to disinfect the kennels. If
you receive one of the displaced animals from the MDAS
shelter, please be aware of this health issue.

Photo courtesy of Monty Sloan, Wolf Park: www.wolfpark.org.
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UF Veterinary College Announces Discount for
University Employees, Students

Press Release: University of Florida (UF) College of Veterinary Medicine
By Sarah Carey
The University of Florida
College of Veterinary Medicine has
implemented a new program
aimed at making the cost of
veterinary care more affordable for
pet-owning faculty, staff, and
students.
Effective immediately, anyone
employed by or enrolled at UF is
eligible for a 10 percent discount
on all services offered by the UF
Veterinary Hospitals, the college’s
patient-care arm.
“We have been asked by the
university to make an effort to be
more accommodating to our
internal UF community, and our
new discount program is one way
we decided to do that,” said Glen
Hoffsis, D.V.M., dean of the UF

veterinary college. “Many people do
not know we offer a full range of
veterinary services for both large
and small animals, or that a
referral is not necessary to make
an appointment.”
The discount will only be
honored upon presentation of a
valid UF Gator One identification
card.
For more information about the
UF Veterinary Hospitals, please call
352-392-2235 for small animals or
352-392-2229 for large animals, or
visit www.vethospitals.ufl.edu.

14373/colleges/college-ofveterinary-medicine/uf-veterinary
-college-announces-discount-foruniversity-employees-students/.

For those of you who work
not just on the UF campus
but also in one of its satellites
or affiliate agencies (TREC,
REC, IFAS, etc.), you also
qualify for the 10% discount.
If you need a necropsy or
have a specialized problem,
take it to the UF College of
Veterinary Medicine!

This press release was obtained
from news.health.ufl.edu/2010/

Quality FLA T-Shirts!
Unisex 100% Cotton; Ladies 50/50% Cotton/Spandex
Price: $15 (+ $3 Shipping)
Adult Sizes: SM, MD, LG, XL, XXL (Ladies’ run small)

Dog Cookies

Colors: Beige, Blue, Sage, Peach, Purple/Lavender, etc.

Ingredients

Soon, we will be able to sell the T-shirts online; but for
now, contact FLA via email to
place your





1.5 - 2 cups wheat germ
1 (6 ounce) or 3 (2.5 ounce) jars of chicken, turkey,
or beef baby food
Water (to desired consistency)

T-Shirts!

Directions

1. Preheat oven to 350° F (175° C).
2. In a medium bowl, mix the baby food and wheat
germ together, adding water in small quantities as
needed (to make the dough pliable). Drop 1” dough
balls approximately 1” apart on a cookie sheet and
flatten dough balls as needed. Add more water if
necessary to form a dough. Bake 20 to 25 minutes.

3. Cool and serve.
Makes approximately two dozen.
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FLORIDA LUPINE ASSOCIATION, INC.
P.O. Box 142, Crescent City, FL 32112-0142
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
New Membership ______

Renew Membership ______

Date ___________________

Individual* (FL Residents) _____ $25

Individual Affiliate (out of state) _____ $15

Family* (FL Residents)

_____ $35

Family Affiliate (out of state)

_____ $20

Junior Membership

_____ $10

Business Affiliate (out of state)

_____ $40

Business Membership

_____ $50

Donation Only (no membership) $________

Name:_____________________________________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Phone:________________________________

Email:_____________________________________

*These are the only voting categories.
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